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He found that the associated optimum formulas had error bounds which were

larger by a factor of If or 2 than the optimum for the two parameter family we

have been considering.

Our computed results indicate further that the minima in these cases are again

consistent, and relatively insensitive to changes in the parameter. In practice the

different differential equations had errors which corresponded to these results about

as they did in the two parameter case.

Analogous results were obtained by Johnston [2] for the second and third order

methods. A few special cases had been considered earlier by Kuntzmann [3].
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Helpful Formulas for Integrating Polynomials in
Three Dimensions

By Gilbert C. Best

In this note formulas are given for integrating the expression xayz along a line

between points Pi, P2, or over the surface of a plane triangle with corners at

points Pi, P2, Pi, or over the volume of a tetrahedron with corners at points

Pi, P2, Pi, Pi, where Pi = (x,■, y i, z¡). Since these geometric figures are of

dimensions d = 1, 2, 3 respectively, the writing of these formulas can be facilitated

by defining "generalized volume" V to be successively the length of the line, the

area of the triangle or the volume of the tetrahedron in question. Then the three

formulas mentioned can be given by the single equation

m / ^v dv =v r Jfl^i^, £ n (p¿+,g¿,+,f')! *<W
(1)    Jv (a + b + c + d) !      tA      pi !g«!r¿!

d = 1, 2, 3,
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where the sum extends over all possible nonnegative integral values of the p¿, q{, r<

such that

d+l

Ep¿ = a
¿=i

d+l d+l

E c¿ = fe      E n
»=i ¿=i

c.

(2)

To prove this assertion use will be made of the identity

mini

(m + n + 1)!
[ xm(l - a;)"da:

Jo

which can be obtained by repeated integration by parts. Only the proof for the

triangle will be given as this illustrates the general plan of the method used to

prove all three cases.

In Figure 1 a triangle of base fe and altitude h over points Pi, P2, P3 is shown.

An orthogonal system of coordinates s, s' has been selected parallel and perpendicular

to the base respectively, together with corresponding dimensionless variables u and

v which vary from 0 to 1, m being 0 on line 1, 3 and 1 on line 2, 3, while v = 0 on

line 1, 2 and 1 at point 3. This system may be oriented in any manner whatsoever

with respect to the actual X, Y, Z coordinates which are not shown in the figure.

From an intermediate point ¿Y = (xí, yí, zi) between points Pi and P¡ a line of

length b' is drawn parallel to the base intersecting the side 2, 3 at point P2 =

(x2, y2, z2 ).

From this it can be seen that

(3) fe' = 6(1 - v)

hence the infinitesimal increment of area is

(4) dA  = dsds   =  fe duh dv  =  bh (1  — v)dudv  =  2A(l  — v)dudv

dsds'

>   S,U

Fig. 1



(8)
PW3
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where A = the area of the triangle. Also one obtains the relations

(5) x = a;i'(l — m) + x2u

(6) xi = *i(l — v) + x3v       x2  = x2(l — v) + x3v

and inserting (6) into (5)

(7) x = zi(l — v)(l — u) + x2(l — v)u + x3v

with similar expressions for y and z. Using these expressions together with the

Binomial theorem and Equation (4) one obtains

ff xayzc dA = 2A f f xayzc(\ - v) dv du

= 2A ['[VE      ,a\     .»i'V
Jo Jo   (      Pilp2].Pi].

where

f(u, v) = [(1 - v)(l - M)]Pl+51+ri[(l - i,)M]w+^+'V3+S3+r3(l - v)

_    /I    _    .  \Pl+3l+>'i+î>2+82+''2+1/1     _   y \î,l+3l+rl?.P2+«2+r2î;î,3+33+''3

and

(9) E P¿ = a       E ?¿ = fe       E r¿ = c.

Applying Equation (2), first for u and then for v, and using Eq. (9) gives:

(10) /   / f(u,v) dudv = -.—5-2-¡-^—^--—-'
Jo Jo (Pi + ?i + n + p2 + q2 + r2 + 1)!

which inserted in Equation (8) and rearranging gives the desired result for the

case of the triangle, i.e. d = 2.
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E     , 6!,     , 2/i wl   Z     , C!,    , «rWvl /(it, ») dv du.
[      qi ! Ï2 ! gs ! J I      ri ! r2 ! r3 ! J

t (pi + gi + n + ?2 + g2 + r2 + 1) \{pz + qs + n) ! _ (p¡ -f gi + n) !(p2 + g2 + r2) !(p8 + g3 + r8) !

(a + & + c + 2) ! (a + & + c + 2) !


